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Abstract

Organizations muyt have at least the following
basic attributes and capabilities to be termed intelligent:
(1). goal-directed behavior; (2) the ability to gather,
mamtain, and access an organizational knowledge base;
(3) the ability to choose and execute actions; and (4) the
ability to evaluate the results of actions. Most other
characteristics of intelligent organizations cited (c.f. [7],
[lo]) are closely related to these basic elements. For
instance, memory implies a historical record of actions,
results, and knowledge base states while learning implies
the process of evaluating the results of actions to update
the knowledge base and action choosing/executing
mechanism.
We will use a simplified model of intelligent
organization behavior which focuses on certain elements
and processes related to knowledge management, shown
in Figure 1. In this model individual user’s knowledge
bases supply knowledge to an organizational knowledge
base, which in turn also supplies knowledge to each
individual knowledge base.
The organizational
knowledge base is used in selecting organizational
actions which, when executed, evoke an environmental
response. Completing the feedback loop, environmental
responses are detected and incorporated into individual
knowledge bases. Due to the simplicity of the model
and its focus on knowledge management, many other
possible elements and relationships are omitted. These
include non-environmental (e.g., internal) inputs to
knowledge bases, non-knowledge related organizational
action stimuli, etc. The model parsimony is intended to
foster concise analysis while allowing for further
refinement when desired.
of
organizational knowledge
Discussion
management in section four of the paper will
concentrate on the structure and contents of individual
and organizational knowledge bases as supported by
hypermedia. Relationships numbered one through four
in Figure 1 will also be discussed in the context of
hypermedia, and are introduced now in general terms to
further explain the model shown. Relationship one
(environment responses affecting individual knowledge
bases) primarily relates to the organization’s ability to
scan its environment and resolve uncertainty (absence of
information) [8] by absorbing information from its
environment. Relationship two (individual knowledge
bases affecting the organization knowledge base) includes
the combining of individual cognitive maps, hypotheses,
world views, etc. into their integrated organizational

Using a simple model consisting of individual
knowledge bases, organization knowledge bases,
organization actions, and environment responses,
hypermedia is investigated as a technology for knowledge
management in intelligent organizations. Cognitive
mapping, issue-based information systems, and
generallzed hypertext methods are reviewed before
proposing desirable features of hypermedia organization
knowledge management. These desirable features
include a variety of typed hypertext nodes and links,
process memory, learning support, and both automated
and user-directed manipulation of knowledge bases.
Interactions of the knowledge bases with organization
actions and environmental responses are also discussed.
Introduction
Increasing internal complexity and external
competition are compelling organizations to adopt
survival strategies analogous to high-level biological
systems. These strategies support intelligent behavior
through the accumulation and management of knowledge
and through the abilities of learning and adaptation to
changing conditions. We haire consistently seen a
correspondingevolution of information system technology
from low-level data processing to high-level knowledge
and model management, and from isolated small-scale
systems to organization-wide,large-scale systems.
To achieve any semblance of true intelligence,
organizations will have to rely on new information
processing and decision/action supporting technologies.
This paper will revolve around one such new technology
known as hypermedia. After identifying selected relevant
concepts of knowledge management in intelligent
organizations in the next section of this paper, the third
section will introduce fundamental features and uses of
hypermedia. The fourth section will then review three
organizational knowledge representation methods:
cognitive mapping, issue-based information systems, and
generalized hypertext, followed by proposals concerning
advantages to be gained by using hypermedia extensions
in knowledge management and facilitating interfaces to
organizational actions and environmental responses. A
conclusions section completes the paper by summarizing
recommendations involving hypermedia.
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and corresponding to pointers in the database. Links
are activated by selecting a link icon through the use of
a pointing device such as a mouse or a touchscreen.
The operationalization of machine-supported links
allowing traversal of a non-linear network of nodes is
central to the hypertext paradigm. Hypertext appears to
the user as a system of imbedded menus (as opposed to
explicit menus) that allows selection of items in context
within a current window for further investigation or
manipulation [ 131.

organization
Knowledge
Base

Display Screen

Figure 1
Intelligent Organization Model
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counterparts.
Functions supported must include
communication and equivocality reduction (resolution of
ambiguities and conflicting interpretations) [8].
Relationship three (the organization knowledge base
affecting individual knowledge bases) indicates
communication in the opposite direction as relationship
two, but is more concerned with transferring internal
organizational data, models, assumptions, priorities, and
goals to be used in updating personal cognitive models.
Finally relationship four (the organization knowledge
base affecting organization actions) assumes at least
semi-rational decision making in which knowledge plays
an important role in choosing appropriate actions.
Section three below defines and discusses hypermedia in
preparation for addressing its role in knowledge
management for intelligent organizations.
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Figure 2
Hypertext as Displayed and Stored

Hypermedia is an emerging technology which uses
information and knowledge management techniques
appropriate for organization-wide use in intelligent
organizations. It may be used to facilitate several
important functions of the intelligent organizations’
knowledge management domain, including: (1) a learning
function helping to acquire, structure, and integrate
organizational knowledge, ( 2 ) a memory function helping
to access and manage organizational knowledge, and (3)
a communications function helping to share knowledge
at the organizational level. In this section we briefly
define hypermedia and discuss common current
applications.
Hypermedia systems are computer-implemented
networks of nodes (database or media objects) and links
(arcs used to traverse between nodes). Although various
media including audio and video are included under the
general term hypermedia, the most common medium
currently employed is text, hence the more specific term
hypertext is used to describe these systems. As shown
in Figure 2, in hypertext systems the database objects are
collections of text which are displayed to the user as
screen windows. Links between the objects appear to
the user as selectable tokens (also called buttons or link
icons), forming anchors in source and destination nodes

The most prevalent use of hypermedia technology
currently is to facilitate browsing of (exploration and
information retrieval from) textual databases.
A
hypertext database may be browsed in at least four
distinct ways: (1) spontaneously and iteratively by
choosing any desired link from the present node; (2) in
a directed manner by following a pre-defined path
through the network; (3) in search mode by invoking a
mechanism to locate a node having some desired
characteristic; and (4) in quasi-direct access mode by
viewing a graphical browser which displays a visual
representation of all or part of the network and allows
the user to select a node to visit. In addition to
browsing of textual databases existing hypertext systems
commonly have been used in three additional ways [5]:
(1) as macro literary systems supporting on-line
collaborative writing; ( 2 ) as problem exploration tools
such as outliners; and (3) as general experimental
vehicles most often related to textual applications.
Readers seeking background information on
hypermedia will find the following sources valuable. An
introduction and survey of hypertext can be found in [5]
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(and, in more detail, in [4]). A survey of hypermedia
applications in academia appears in [2]. Hypertext and
hypermedia bibliographies include [ 111, [la}, and [W].
A comparison of ten hypertext systems which examines
their general, node, link, authoring and browsing
characteristics is reported in [22]. Applications and
research areas involving hypertext in decision support
systems are discussed in [20] and [21].

below. Due to limited documentation and the possibility
of
differing interpretations of the available
documentation, this table should be used as an
approximate guide for the particular representative
systems only--the references indicated should be
consulted for further information.
Qenitive maD&
A very promising approach
for structuring and representing one form of
organizatiodal knowledge is through cognitive maps [ 11,
[16]. Cognitive maps are networks of concepts (nodes)
and signed, directed relationships (arcs) between
concepts indicating hypothesized causal relationships.
Thus a negatively signed arc from the concept "clouds"
to the concept "sunshine" indicates the belief than an
increase in clouds causes a decrease in sunshine. A
number of manual and computer-assistant methods for
combining individual cognitive maps into collective maps
are discussed in [16].
The cognitive map paradigm is an interesting and
useful formalism, and one which provides an excellent
starting place to investigate further enhancement and
modifications which might be possible by incorporating
hypertext technology. Some of the current limitations of
collective cognitive maps in organizational knowledge
bases seem to be: (1) node types are limited to
particular entities called concepts, which in practice are
often manifested primarily with quantifiable variables;
(2) link types tend to be limited to cause/effect
relationships, commonly binary (direct or inverse)
relationships, sometimes modified by weights or fuzzy
variables; (3) only the present artifacts of relationships
(e.g. concepts and relationships in the latest version of
the cognitive map) are preserved, not the evolutionary
process involved in identifying concepts and relationships;
(4) the representation and manipulation systems tend to
be separate and isolated from other organizational
knowledge sources, including less formal sources such
as text documents;
( 5 ) communication between
individuals is not facilitated in general ways; and (6)
usually only rudimentary user interface facilities are
provided which do not allow users desirable functions
such as direct manipulation, exploratory browsing,
generalized model querying, and sensitivity analysis.

LL-rmediafiow

ledge
- Manaeement
and Intelliwnt Oreanuations

Intelligent organizations require organization-wide
knowledge bases to perform functions such as memory
and learning. Rather than merely containing the
traditionally maintained historical data and records, these
knowledge bases contain shared experiences,world views,
evolutionary chronologies, preference and objective
functions, and considerable other knowledge with varying
degrees of structure and formality. The management of
such knowledge bases implies effective and efficient
means for collecting, storing, manipulating,and retrieving
relevant knowledge to enhance the organization's
intelligent behavior.
The fundamental property that imbues hypermedia
with organizational knowledge management capabilities
is its representation of knowledge as a network of linked
nodes. Critically important in this regard is the fact that
nodes may be @p&, with the type recorded among the
set of attributes for each node. The possible node types
include a wide variety of knowledge representations and
entities such as free-text (prose), structured data (e.g.,
database records), rules and other formal knowledge
representations, mathematical models, algorithms, userdefined concepts, qualitative or quantitative variables,
and multi-media representations.
Similarly, links may be QQ&. The most powerful
link types portray semantically significant relationships
between nodes such as caweleffect; dialectical, issuebased, or argumentative analysis; and formal
logical/mathematical associations. The structure of a
hypertext network, including the number, type, and
configuration of nodes and links, is itself a base of
useful knowledge.
In the next section we will first review three
approaches to organizational knowledge management
which have been applied in separate contexts, two of
which currently employ hypertext. We will identify
selected features of each which may be enhanced and
combined, with additional capabilities, to produce
powerful organizational knowledge management
capabilities through hypermedia. The following section
will then propose a hypermedia organizational knowledge
base structure which will be discussed in terms of
desirable node, link, and other characteristics.

Issue-based hwertext svstems
Issue-based
hypertext systems are designed to facilitate and record
the processes involved when groups of people discuss
and deliberate planning, design, and policy issues. The
concept of issues as information system objects (IssueBased Information Systems, or IBIS) pre-dates recent
hypertext work [15], but many of the principles have now
been implemented using hypertext in the gIBIS system
[61Nodes in the IBIS paradigm contain free-form
prose, and can be of three types: hsgs to be discussed,
proposed to deal with an issue, and areuments
which support or object to a position. Nodes are
connected by semantically significant link types such as
an argument sldpporting a position, one issue generalizing
another issue, etc. The gIBIS system enhances the basic
IBIS features with additional node and link types,

. .

m z a t i o n a l Knowledee Bases
Table 1 presents a coarse comparison of three
knowledge management systems: cognitive mapping,
issue-based systems, and generalized hypertext; by
selected system attributes. These will be discussed
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SYSTEM A'ITRIBUTE

& reoorted

COGNITIVE MAPPING
in [Lee893

BSUE-BASED
SYSTEMS (as reDort&
in rConk88n

Nodes

"Concepts": usually
variables

Free-text: issues,
positions, arguments

Generalized, similarly
treated model/data
entities

Links

Cause/effect: none,
direct, or inverse; can be
weighted or fuzzy

Verbal argument
analogs: supports,
generalizes, etc.

Generalized, semantic
relationships

Process memory

No

Yes

No

Learning support

Yes

Incidental to use

Incidental to use

Internal data 8c models

Text-oriented

Yes

External interfaces

OdY

Individual KB to group
KB combining

Semi-automated

Manual

No

Group communication

External to system

Automatic, implicit,
passive

No

Automated network
manipulation

Yes

No

Yes

User direct manipulation

Some, non-hypertext

Hypertext

Hypertext

Table 1
Comparison of Three Knowledge Management Systems

including external nodes containing non-IBIS materials
such as source code.
Current limitations of the IBIS/gIBIS approach
for use in organizational knowledge bases seem to
include: (1) node contents are primarily manipulatable
only as free-text prose (not as variables, for example);
and (2) link types relate primarily to counterparts in
verbal arguments rather than more formal logical or
mathematical relationships.
As an implemented,
extensible system, however, gIBIS and similar tools hold
significant promise for enhancing and studying issuebased paradigms, including questions relating to usage
of direct-manipulation user interfaces. Among several
observations made from experience using the gIBIS
system which are significant to intelligent organizations
is the unfortunate propensity of the system to support
divergent and segmenting problem solving tasks better
than converging processes and problem resolution. Thus
they seem to be better for generating alternatives than
choosing the best alternative, for example.

as are Prolog terms. Links are generalized and
semantically significant relationships, as are Prolog
predicates. One of two systems described in [3] is Max,
a Prolog-based model management system using a
hypertext interface implemented on a Macintosh
microcomputer. The system exhibits an extraordinary
repertoire of functionality and usability features due
largely to the choice of a symbolic programming
language and an integrated hypertext user interface as
implementation vehicles, respectively.
Among its
functions are generalized query facilities for node and
link contents and structure, automatic generation of
links, explanation of generated values (i.e., what models
and data were used to compute the values) and a
flexible drill down facility allowing the user to view
varying levels of detail in the model base.
The generalized hypertext approach as described
above has a great deal of technical merit and promise
for organizational knowledge bases. As reported to date,
however [3], it does not adequately provide several of
the facilities necessary for group/organizational use,
including: (1) communications methods for informal
person-to-person discussion and debate; and (2) methods
for combining and integrating individual knowledge bases
into an organizational knowledge base, including
equivocality reduction. Perhaps many of the features
necessary to address these behavioral and organizational

Generalized hcertext An important research
effort integrating model management and hypertext in
a symbolic programming environment is reported in [3].
In this approach the hypertext data/model base is
organized as an attributed acyclic graph of definitional
dependencies. Nodes are generalized entities in which
data and models are treated similarly and symbolically,
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needs may be realized through further exploitation and
extension of basic system capabilities.

p r o m s for hypermedia omanization knowledw bases
Nodes in a network of organizational knowledge
should be allowed to contain knowledge in a variety of
forms and media. These may include text, database
records, logical/mathematical models, pictorial and
graphical representations, sound, etc. Some manipulation
methods may not be appropriate for all types, but this
is insufficient reason not to make provision for a rich
universe of types. To do otherwise would be to preempt
the possibility for truly flexible and adaptable intelligent
organizations and instead restrict organizational memory
to particular objects and organizations which are
conveniently managed. Hypermedia, by its inherent
nature, allows a wide variety of information media to be
incorporated in an integrated system. Furthermore, the
use of typed nodes not only does not limit the possible
operations which may be performed on the nodes, but
the type attributes themselves contain information which
may be valuable (e.g., nodes may be identified and
manipulated appropriately depending on both contents
and type). For instance, by defining a node to be of
type "cognitive map concept" we have lost no cognitive
map manipulation ability while at the same time not
restricting ourselves to this node type alone.
Links in a network of organizational knowledge
should be allowed to represent a variety of relationships
between the nodes they connect. For example one node
may cause, support, define, refute, restate, give an
example of, pictorially represent, justify, or summarize
another node (to name only a few possible
relationships). Indeed, some proposed link types such
as the cognitive map causality relationship itself may
prove. blunt
. in comparison to more semantically rich
combinationS of relationships such as "is a necessary
condition of," "is a sufficient condition of," "temporally
precedes," etc. Ideally we would want the ability to
represent
types of relationships (several of which
may simultaneously affect a given node), including not
yby,
only & is hypothesized, but also &
where, etc.
Organizational knowledge bases should record not
only the current state of knowledge but also the goals,
constraints, and processes which lead to that state. This
can be termed process knowledge or process memory.
Without process memory an organization will not learn
to replicate successes and avoid failures in the future.
Without process memory an organization cannot reanalyze a problem when an input assumption changes,
because it has only a single static solution--not the
means for generating new solutions. While collective
cognitive mapping procedures may be able to recall
individual map inputs and aggregation algori"ims, we
also want the abilitv (as issue-based svstems Drovide) to
maintain a chronofo& of discussions,' negoti'ations, and
evolutionary steps which might typically underlie the
aggregation. Process tracing is a research technique
which has been used to gain this insight into the
cognitive and decision making processes employed by

DSS users [NI.An automated version of process tracing
is facilitated by hypertext interfaces which are easily able
to record the exact sequence of user inputs to the
system. As an example, this could be used to record the
number, type and order of nodes and links employed by
the user during a particular task, facilitating process
memory by making both identification and chronicling
of the user's underlying problem solving strategies
possible.
Learning support must also be provided for
intelligent organizations. While perhaps less directly
related to knowledge management than process memory,
learning does manifest itself through changes in the
organizational knowledge base.
For instance, the
alteration or replacement of a hypermedia node might
indicate that a new fact or concept has been learned,
replacing an older version. Similarly, changes in links
between nodes represent learned relationships. The
degree of automation in supporting learning may range
from simple facilitating roles such as in issue-based
hypertext systems to artificial intelligence techniques
which may actually induce new relationships from the
existing knowledge base.
Organization-wide knowledge
management
virtually requires a significant degree of automated
knowledge manipulation. This is desirable and present
in algorithmswhich semi-automaticallycombine cognitive
maps [la], and in hypertext systems which automatically
create links [3]. Another appropriate application of
automated knowledge manipulation may be to perform
housekeeping functions on the knowledge base itself.
For instance, in some cases it is possible to at least
detect (if not eliminate) inconsistent relationships or
information that is no longer relevant. If typed nodes
and links are used in hypermedia, algorithms and
procedures may be applied against the network which
properly interpret and manipulate appropriate subsets of
that network depending on node and link types present.
Organization knowledge management benefits
from direct-manipulation, graphical user interfaces, such
as hypermedia systems provide, in several ways. First,
the graphical representation of the network serves as an
overview and memory device for the user, showing all
or some desired part of the network including selected
nodes and arcs. Second, the user may control the level
of model scope and detail displayed. For instance, one
could drill down, i.e., uncover more detail, about a
particular arc or node simply by selecting that object.
This additionaladetailmay range from a simple attribute
(such as the estimated strength of the relationship) to a
complete. subnetwork which determines the value of a
variable in question. Finally, the interface serves as a
direct manipulation and simulation language for the
underlying model, allowing the user to rapidly conduct
sensitivity analysis and re-structure or re-parameterize
the model.
ces Between Intellfgent Omanization Elements

This section briefly elaborates on the four
numbered interfaces between intelligent organization
elements shown in Figure 1.
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Environmental responses to knowledge b a s a
(interface 1) Organizational knowledge bases need to
be integrated with (or at least dynamically interface
with) internal and external sources of data and
information.
Internal interfaces are necessary to
maintain consistency, accuracy, and integrity of
knowledge, preventing situations where a database
change invalidates knowledge base contents without
warning. Internal interfaces also furnish the means to
explicitly identify relationships between the knowledge
base and data sources (the number and type of links
present being information also). Hypermedia systems
have been developed with very large databases such as
on-line encyclopedias, and with extensive interfaces to
other internal databases. External interfaces are perhaps
more interesting as they allow the organizational
knowledge base to benefit from environmental scanning
and external stimuli.
One method suggested to
accomplish this in hypermedia has been the use of
daemons or rule-based agents [MI. These agents can be
used to actively and continuously monitor the
environment in search of conditions signalling significant
changes or availability of important information. Since
external information sources do not typically abide by
any pre-defined internal knowledge base structures, it is
advantageous to be capable of managing a variety of
forms and media (as in hypermedia).

Organization knowledge-to-action
interfaces
(interface 4) Organization action implies group and
organizational decision making. Recently there has been
growing interest in systems supporting group processes
variously referred to as collaboration, cooperative work,
information sharing, and group decision making [14], [9],
[23]. This is already the objective of some existing
hypertext systems such as the Information Lens [18] and
gIBIS [6].
Group applications emphasize the
communication-facilitating abilities of multi-user systems
as well as the individual problem processing capabilities.
Furthermore they must help to manage not only the
mechanics of concurrent multi-user access but also
complex social interactions among users [ 121. Tasks
which may benefit from a hypermedia group DSS which
facilitates decision making and action include
equivocality reduction,
member-to-member
communications, deliberation, and voting/issue resolution.
Collaboration systems also use more informal techniques
such as manipulation of verbal models, outlines, and
graphical images. Hypermedia techniques which support
structured participation, consensus formation, and group
decision making would be valuable for organizational
decision making and action.

Conclusions
The cognitive mapping, issue-based information
systems, and generalized hypertext paradigms we have
reviewed each offer valuable contributions to knowledge
management for intelligent organizations. In selecting
useful features from each and combining them with
hypermedia technology, we can recommend powerful
strategies for organizational knowledge management.
The proposed systems maintain knowledge in
several forms through typed nodes and links, with user
and task-specific manipulation of the hypermedia
database related to type and content of nodes as well as
type of links. They interface with their environment
through the use of intelligent agents which monitor
external events. They facilitate process memory and
learning by maintaining chronological records of dynamic
internal processes in addition to static event artifacts.
They aid in several forms of group intra-organizational
communication, collaboration and coordination. Finally,
they provide both automated and direct user
manipulation of knowledge in various modes and levels
of detail dependent on the needs of the users. These
facilities will enhance the intelligence of organizations
using them.

Individual and Organizational knowledge base
interfaces finterfaces 2 and 3) Combining individual
knowledge bases into organization knowledge bases often
requires
communication
among
members.
Communication in hypermedia can be described as an
integral and passive capability. Rather than actively
sending a message to a particular receiver, the
hypermedia user simply submits his/her contributions for
integration into the existing knowledge base. If desired,
contributions may be identified by author merely by
including author ID as an attribute of the node or link
submitted. This is similar to a broadcast mode of
communication, but the message is not lost to receivers
not currently listening--rather they will have access to it
anytime in the future. Furthermore, messages are semistructured by the organization of the hypermedia
network and may be later retrieved according to desired
link type, contributor, etc. This communication is also
related to and supports the process of equivocality
reduction (resolution of conflicting interpretations and
ambiguities).
An important criteria for good strategic planning
techniques is that they should expose the assumptions
underlying a proposed plan so that management can
reconsider them [19]. Issue-based techniques used in
hypertext systems such as gIBIS [6] support this
technique explicitly, as do generalized query capabilities
of hypertext systems which allow the user to conduct
structure searches answering questions such as "what
arguments exist in support of proposition X?". Again
this may be helpful in reducing equivocality by
encouraging deliberation about premises and the
adoption of common assumptions.
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